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This manual describes how to add features to the IS8000 Integrated Software (hereafter referred 
to as the IS8000 Software) by using the application programming interface (API) provided in the 
IS8000 Software.
To ensure correct use, please read and understand this manual thoroughly before operation.
For information about the handling precautions, features, and operating procedures of the IS8000 
Software and the handling and operating procedures of Windows, see the relevant manuals.

After reading this manual, keep it in a safe place. This software comes with various manuals that 
are listed under “Manuals” in the User’s Manual (IM IS8000-01EN). Please read all manuals.

You can open the above manuals from the launcher and Help menu of this software. For details on the 
procedures, see section 9.3 in the User’s Manual, IM IS8000-01EN.

Contact information of Yokogawa offices worldwide is provided on the following sheet.
Document No. Description
PIM 113-01Z2 List of worldwide contacts

Notes
 • The contents of this manual are subject to change without prior notice as a result of 

improvements to the product’s performance and functionality. Refer to our website to view our 
latest manuals.

 • The figures given in this manual may differ from those that actually appear on your screen.
 • Every effort has been made in the preparation of this manual to ensure the accuracy of its 

contents. However, should you have any questions or find any errors, please contact your 
nearest YOKOGAWA dealer.

 • Copying or reproducing all or any part of the contents of this manual without the permission of 
YOKOGAWA is strictly prohibited.

 • The license management section of the IS8000 Software’s licensee application is based on one 
or more of the following copyrights:
Sentinel® RMS © 2005 SafeNet, Inc. All rights reserved.
Sentinel® EMS © 2009 SafeNet, Inc. All rights reserved.

Trademarks
 • Microsoft, Windows, Windows 10, Windows 11, and Visual Studio are registered trademarks or 

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
 • Adobe and Acrobat are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems 

Incorporated.
 • Sentinel is a registered trademark of SafeNet, Inc.
 • In this manual, the ® and TM symbols do not accompany their respective registered trademark 

or trademark names.
 • Other company and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 

holders.

 

5th Edition: December 2022 (YMI)
All Rights Reserved, Copyright © 2022 Yokogawa Test & Measurement Corporation
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Revisions
 • 1st Edition: April 2022
 • 2nd Edition: June 2022
 • 3rd Edition: August 2022
 • 4th Edition: October 2022
 • 5th Edition: December 2022
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Conventions Used in This Manual

Prefixes k and K
This manual distinguishes prefixes k and K used before units as follows:

k: Denotes 1000. Example: 100 kS/s (sample rate)
K: Denotes 1024. Example: 720 KB (file size)

Displayed Characters
Bold alphanumeric characters in procedural explanations indicate characters that appear in the 
menus on the screen.

Notes
This manual uses the following symbol to indicate notes.

Note   Calls attention to information that is important for the proper operation of the API.
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Notes on Usage

Disclaimers
By downloading and installing this software, the customer agrees to all of the following disclaimers.
 • Yokogawa bears no liability for any problems occurring as a result of downloading or installing 

this software.
 • Yokogawa bears no responsibility for any damage caused directly or indirectly as a result of 

using this software.
 • This software is provided free of charge, however no unlimited warranty against software defects 

exists, nor is any claim made that the product is free of all defects whatsoever. Also, Yokogawa 
is not always able to repair defects (“bugs”) in, or respond to questions or inquiries about this 
software.

 • Yokogawa reserves all rights to this software, including but not limited to all property rights, 
ownership rights, and intellectual property rights.

About this manual
This manual provides an overview of the disclosed library (API) used to add features to the IS8000 
Software.
This manual is intended for engineers developing user libraries. Applying the information in this 
manual requires basic knowledge of the programming language (C#) used for development and the 
development platform (Visual Studio).

Notes on Using the API
 • The API is compatible with IS8000 Software versions 22.6.1.0 and later.
 • For instructions on how to use the IS8000 Software, see the various manuals listed under 

“Manuals” in the User’s Manual (IM IS8000-01EN).
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Chapter 1 

About the API

1.1 Overview

IS8000 API refers to the following two items.
• A programming interface for expanding the features of the IS8000 Software
• Software Development Kit (SDK)

You can use the IS8000 API to do the following:
• Create a user library (DLL) using IS8000SDK.DLL. And then,

 - Acquire data from external instruments (DAQ).
 - Load arbitrary data as waveforms

• Control a portion of the IS8000 Software functions from an external application.

User libraries (DLL)
User libraries are created as dynamic link libraries (DLLs) that implement the interface required by 
the IS8000 Software. When a DLL is placed in a specific folder, the IS8000 Software automatically 
recognizes the extension module and loads the user library when necessary. For various 
sequences used to develop user libraries, see chapter 2, “IS8000SDK DAQ User Library”, and 
chapter 3, “IS8000SDK Waveform Load User Library.”

User libraries are placed in the Windows login user’s APPDATA folder. Details are given later.

Controlling the IS8000 Software from an external application
The API for controlling a portion of the IS8000 Software functions from an external application uses 
gRPC communication.
The following IS8000 Software functions can be controlled.
• Obtain a list of launcher functions
• Select a launcher function (data acquisition only)
• Connect to instruments
• Register connected instruments in data sources
• Generate a DAQ tab window for acquiring data from data sources
• Control the DAQ tab window (Start, Stop, Hold, Rec, File Divide)
• Obtain online waveform data
• Register waveform files to the data source 
• Obtain a specified range of data from a waveform file
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1.2 Features

Software structure
The Software Development Kit (SDK) is used to create IS8000 Software user libraries and 
applications for controlling the IS8000 Software.
The SDK consists of the following:
Folder name Description
Manuals API user’s manual (This manual)
IS8000SDK User library (DLL) development SDK

Help Explanation of API functions
Sample

DL850DAQService A user library sample project and libraries for connecting a DL850E
SoundWaveformFile A user library sample project and libraries for loading wav files

Templates Templates for creating new projects
• DataAcquisitionServiceTemplate.zip

IS8000SDK DAQ User Library templates
• FileServiceTemplate.zip

IS8000SDK Waveform Load User Library templates
Lib IS8000SDK.DLL (The IS8000 API)

IS8000Control IS8000 control API
Help Explanation of API functions
Sample

IS8000gRPCClient.Monitor.Control Sample codes for connecting to a measurement instrument from 
an external application and controlling the data acquisition

IS8000gRPCClient.Monitor.DAQ Sample codes for connecting to a measuring instrument from an 
external application and acquiring online waveform data

IS8000gRPCClient.Waveform Sample codes for registering waveform files from an external 
application and obtaining a specified range of data

Protos Proto files for controlling the IS8000 Software

To acquire data from external instruments
Create a user library (DLL) using IS8000SDK.DLL.
► section 1.3 and chapter 2

To load arbitrary data as waveforms
Create a user library (DLL) using IS8000SDK.DLL.
► section 1.3 and chapter 3

To control the IS8000 Software from an external application
Create a user application for performing gRPC communication. IS8000SDK.DLL is not 
necessary for creating user applications.
► section 1.4 and chapter 4
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1.2  Features

Sample codes
The Sample folder in the IS8000Control folder contains sample codes for the .NET 6 version 
and .NET Framework 4.6.2 version.
• Obtaining NuGet packages

To build the sample code for the .NET Framework 4.6.2 version, you need to obtain NuGet 
packages in advance.

1. In the Visual Studio’s Solution Explorer, 
right-click Solution 'IS8000gRPCClient'.

2. On the menu that appears, click Restore 
NuGet Packages.

Templates
Project templates are provided for creating user libraries (DLLs).
By placing the template files in the following folder, you will be able to select a template 
for creating new projects in Visual Studio. You can create user libraries (DLLs) by adding 
necessary API contents from a template.

System requirements for running user programs
The system requirements for using user libraries are essentially the same as those for running the 
IS8000 Software. Better specifications may be necessary depending on the device or software you 
are connecting.

Overview of API functions
For an overview of API functions, see the help files (.chm extension) in the Help folder.
File name Description
IS8000SDKHelp User library (DLL) for acquiring data from external instruments and loading arbitrary data 

as waveforms
IS8000Help Controlling the IS8000 Software from an external application
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1.3 User Library (DLL)

To acquire data from external instruments or load arbitrary data as waveforms, you need to create 
(program) a user library (DLL) using IS8000SDK.DLL.

System requirements
The system requirements for developing user libraries are as follows:
Requirement Description
Development platform Visual Studio 2017 or later
Programming language C#
.NET Framework 4.6 or later
Operating system Windows 10 build 1902 or later
Assembly Included as a 64-bit DLL

User library placement and loading
1. In the default folder, create a folder with the same name as the user library.

2. Place the user library in the folder created in step 1.
 The IS8000 Software will automatically recognize the user library and load it when necessary.

The Lib folder is for storing the user libraries you create.
Note that the folder names in the Lib folder and user library (DLL) names must be the same.
Type Path
User library folder %APPDATA% \YOKOGAWA\IS8000\Lib\folder you create

Note
Using the samples
When you unzip the downloaded zip file, the following folders are created. Copy the entire folders to 
%APPDATA%\YOKOGAWA\IS8000\Lib\.

• IS8000SDK\Sample\DL850DAQService\Lib\DL850DAQServiceSample
 This sample can be used to connect to a DL850E and acquire data from the following voltage modules.

Model Module Name
701250 High-Speed 10 MS/s, 12-Bit Isolation Module
720250 High-Speed 10 MS/s, 12-Bit Isolation Module
701251 High-Speed High-Resolution 1 MS/s, 16-Bit Isolation Module
701255 High-Speed 10 MS/s, 12-Bit Non-Isolation Module
701267 High-Voltage 100 kS/s, 16-Bit Isolation Module (with RMS)
720210 High-Speed 100 MS/s, 12-Bit Isolation Module
720211 High-Speed 100 MS/s, 12-Bit Isolation Module
720268 High-Voltage 1 MS/s, 16-Bit Isolation Module (with AAF, RMS)
720254 4-CH 1 MS/s, 16-Bit Isolation Module

• IS8000SDK\Sample\SoundWaveformFile\Lib\SoundWaveformFileService
 This sample can be used to load wav files and display waveforms.
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1.3  User Library (DLL)

Entry points and interface
The methods you create and call from the IS8000 Software are called entry points.
Entry points are created by implementing the methods defined using the interface provided by the 
SDK. The interface is defined by each user library. You need to implement the necessary entry 
points.

User library types and implementation
Driver-type user libraries
Driver-type user libraries aim to increase the types of data that can be input to the IS8000 
Software by implementing the necessary methods defined by the interface. This allows 
data acquisition from measuring instruments that the IS8000 Software does not support as 
standard.

Data acquisition becomes possible from any measurement instrument by implementing the 
methods necessary for the IS8000 Software to connect to the measurement instrument and 
acquire waveform data.
The measuring instruments assumed here are those that output data in time series (waveform 
measuring instruments).
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1.4 IS8000 Control API

To control the IS8000 Software from an external application, you need to create a user application 
for performing gRPC communication. IS8000SDK.DLL is not necessary for creating user 
applications.

System requirements
There are no development platform requirements for creating your applications. You can use any 
programming language as long as it supports gRPC.
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Chapter 2 

IS8000SDK DAQ User Library

2.1 Application Start Sequence

When the IS8000 Software starts, the software searches for user libraries (DLLs) in the specific 
folder and registers the detected libraries.
Only in the case of communication APIs (classes that implement ICommunicator), instances are 
created with an parameterless constructor.
For other applicable interfaces, instances are created for those with ***Factory in their names.
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2.2 Device Search Sequence 

When the user clicks Search in the IS8000 Software wizard (Device Search), the IS8000 Software 
detects applicable measuring instruments and creates a list of connectable instruments.
The user library (DLL) detects the search target measuring instruments.
The IS8000 Software calls SearchDevice in the class that implements ICommunicator.
Design the user library (DLL) so that the result is returned in a class that implements 
IConnectionInformation.
Then, the IS8000 Software uses IDeviceFactory (available in the IS8000 Software) to create 
IDevice, which is used to determine whether functions in the user library (DLL) can be used.
The IS8000 Software uses the created IDevice and calls an instance creation check procedure that 
is available in the factory of each function in the user library (DLL).
When the IS8000 Software determines that an instance can be created, it is registered in the 
IS8000 Software as a valid search result.
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2.3 Data Acquisition Instance Acquisition 
Sequence

Before data acquisition can be executed, IDataAcquisitionFactory in the user library (DLL) is used 
to determine whether an instance can be created.
ICommunicator and IDevice are passed as parameters from the IS8000 Software to the user library 
(DLL). The user library needs to determine whether the device is ready to create a data acquisition 
instance and return the result.

2.4 Device Search to Channel Setting Transition 
Sequence

The IS8000 Software repeats the data-acquisition-instance acquisition sequence for each device 
that was determined to be connectable during the device search.
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2.5 Channel Setting Screen Transition Sequence

On the channel setting window, channel information is obtained and added to a list.
The IS8000 Software calls DaqChannelList in the user library (DLL) and obtains all channels that 
acquire data.
The IS8000 Software calls GetDefaultEnableChannels in the user library (DLL) to obtain the 
channels that are active by default and registers them in the channel settings in advance.
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2.6 Channel Setup Completion Sequence

When the user clicks Open and Next on the channel setting window and select the channels 
to display or record, the IS8000 Software obtains from the user library (DLL) the necessary 
information for acquiring data on those channels and registers it.
To allow the same channels to be selected at a different point in time, the IS8000 Software uses 
XElement to obtain channel-specific information from the user library (DLL).
(XElement is passed to Equals to determine whether a channel is the same channel.)

* DAQ: Data acquisition
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2.7 Channel Registration Sequence

When the user adds display channels and recording channels on the channel setting window, the 
IS8000 Software notifies the user library (DLL) that the channels have been added.

2.8 Channel Deregistration Sequence

When the user releases display channels and recording channels on the channel setting window, 
the IS8000 Software notifies the user library (DLL) that the channels have been released.
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2.9 DAQ Screen Display Sequence

If the user does not open the channel setting window at all (click Open in Device Search), the 
IS8000 Software obtains and registers the default channels from the user library (DLL).
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2.10 Monitor Update Sequence

When a measurement is started, the IS8000 Software periodically sends TryGetDisplayCache (at 
approximately 300 ms intervals). The user library (DLL) needs to collect data from the measuring 
instrument and pass it to the IS8000 Software.
Display data is for exchanging data that has been compressed mainly for display purposes. If 
compressed data is not available, the user library (DLL) can simply pass recorded data directly to 
the IS8000 Software.
Make sure that data in the memory is not overwritten while it is being exchanged.
If memory overwriting or other errors occur in the user library (DLL), the user library (DLL) needs to 
send a StopRequested event to the IS8000 Software. This will cause the IS8000 Software to stop 
and display a message.

Note
A memory error will result if the total memory size of display data of each channel exceeds 1 GB.
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2.11 Monitor Start Sequence

When the IS8000 Software calls the preparation procedure, the user library (DLL) needs to execute 
the necessary procedure for starting the monitoring operation and return the result to the IS8000 
Software. If the preparation is successful, the IS8000 Software determines that monitoring can be 
started and starts a measurement.
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2.12 Monitoring Sequence

While monitoring is in progress, the IS8000 Software sends requests for acquiring updated data to 
the user library (DLL) at approximately 300 ms intervals.

2.13 Recording Start Sequence from Monitoring

If the user clicks REC while monitoring is in progress, updating of recording data will also start.
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2.14 Monitoring & Recording Start Sequence

If the user clicks REC while monitoring is not running, updating of monitoring data and updating of 
recording data will start at the same time.
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2.15 Record Data Update Sequence

When the user clicks REC START, the IS8000 Software periodically sends TryGetRecordCache (at 
approximately 100 ms intervals). The user library (DLL) needs to collect data from the measuring 
instrument and pass it to the IS8000 Software.
Make sure that data in the memory is not overwritten while it is being exchanged.
If memory overwriting or other errors occur in the user library (DLL), the user library (DLL) needs to 
send a StopRequested event to the IS8000 Software. This will cause the IS8000 Software to stop 
and display a message.

Note
A memory error will result if the total memory size of recording data of each channel exceeds 1 GB.
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2.16 Record Stop Sequence

If the user clicks REC STOP when recording is in progress, the IS8000 Software will acquire the 
remaining data from the user library (DLL) and stop recording. Monitoring will continue.
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2.17 Stop Sequences

If the user clicks STOP when recording is in progress, the IS8000 Software will acquire the 
remaining data and stop monitoring and recording.

2.18 DAQ Release Sequence

When a device assigned to the IS8000 panel is released, the IS8000 Software notifies the user 
library (DLL) that the channel has been released and requests a device release procedure.
The user library (DLL) needs to execute the necessary procedure when a channel release request 
is received.
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Chapter 3 

IS8000SDK Waveform Load User Library

3.1 Application Startup Sequence

When the IS8000 Software starts, the software searches for a folder containing user libraries 
(DLLs)—this folder will become the start folder—and registers the detected libraries.
The Waveform Load User Library is used to create instances of a class that implements 
IFileFactory.
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3.2 File Load Sequence

When a file to be opened is specified, CanCreate in Factory, which is already loaded in the IS8000 
Software, is called, and a Factory that can be created is determined.
When an applicable Factory is found, FileFactory’s Create is called, and an instance that 
implements IFile is created.

3.3 Waveform Parameter and Waveform Data 
Acquisition Sequence

A method implemented in WaveformGettable is called to obtain waveform parameters and 
waveform data. This is used to obtain and display waveform information and waveforms in the 
IS8000 Software.
Each process is called multiple times asynchronously and thus must be thread-safe.
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Chapter 4 

Control API

4.1 Application Startup Sequence

To control the IS8000 Software from an external application, you need to create a program yourself. 
Since the application and the IS8000 Software will communicate through gRPC, you need to 
use a proto file to create a code for communication. The programming language for creating the 
application can be any language as long as gRPC communication is possible.

You can start IS8000.exe by passing the following parameters from an external application. The 
IS8000 Software will start in standby mode with the specified port number enabled.

-RPCServerPort:<port number for communicating with the IS8000>
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4.2 Device Search Sequence

The following procedure is necessary to acquire data from instruments.

1.  Obtain a list of the IS8000 Software functions and specify data acquisition (DAQ) from the list.

2.  Connect to the measurement instrument, and register it in the data source.

3.  Generate a DAQ tab window for acquiring data from data sources.

To connect to the instrument, use AddDeviceDataSourceRequest and specify Wire, Address, and 
DeviceType directly.
Parameter Description
Wire Communication interface type

 ETHER, VXI11, HiSLIP, USBTMC, VISAUSB
Address •  When Wire is ETHER, VXI11, or HiSLIP: Specify the IP address.

•  When Wire is USB: Specify the serial number.
DeviceType Measuring instrument type

 (YOKOGAWA when connected to a DL950 or WT5000)
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4.3 Data Source Registration and DAQ Tab Window 
Generation Sequence

An RPC port is created for each tab window control function.
Set the address to “localhost” and the channel to the obtained RPC port number when connecting 
through gRPC.
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4.3  Data Source Registration and DAQ Tab Window Generation Sequence

Monitor control
Monitor is the only control function available for the DAQ tab window.
Set the address to “localhost” and the channel to the monitor RPC port number when connecting 
through gRPC.
Use the control commands defined in the .proto file to control the monitor.

Example of monitor control
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4.4 Online Waveform Data Acquisition Sequence

To receive waveform data from the IS8000 Software, the waveform recording type needs to be set 
to RPC, and a notification stream and waveform stream need to be opened.

Procedure
1. Set the waveform recording type to RPC.

2. Open a notification stream to prepare receiving information from the stream.

3. Send a recording start request to the IS8000 Software.

4. When a recording start notification is received from the IS8000 Software, receive information 
needed by the user program.

5. Open a waveform stream to prepare receiving information from the stream.

6. Process the data received from the IS8000 Software through the waveform stream.
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4.4  Online Waveform Data Acquisition Sequence

Process to open a notification stream
Open a notification stream.
The state change is notified by the DAQ function of the IS8000 Software.

 

Process to open a waveform stream
Open a waveform stream.
When the waveform recording type is set to RPC on the IS8000 Software, waveform data is 
transmitted through the waveform stream.

 

Post-processing
After waveform processing is completed, be sure to close the streams that have been opened.
It is recommended that the waveform recording type be set back to MDF. The waveform recording 
type setting is not saved when the DAQ tab window closes. However, if the waveform recording 
type is set to RPC, MDF files will not be created.
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4.5 File Addition Sequence

From a user program, send the path to the file you want to add to the IS8000 Software.
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4.6 Offline Waveform Data Acquisition Sequence

To obtain data from a waveform file, create a dedicated client instance and make a connection 
using a user program.
Since a waveform file may contain several waveform sources, such as data from a DL950 and that 
from a WT5000, select the target waveform source.
Further, each waveform file contains blocks and channels.
To obtain data from a waveform, specify the data source ID, waveform source ID, block ID, and 
channel ID.
Waveform data obtained in this manner is binary data in Little Endian format.
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